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On the Convergence of Product Formulas

for the Evaluation of Certain Two-Dimensional

Cauchy Principal Value Integrals*

By Giuseppe Mastroianni

Abstract. The convergence of product rules of interpolatory type for the numerical

evaluation of certain two-dimensional Cauchy principal value integrals is proved. Some

estimates of the remainder are established for several classes of functions. Earlier results

are generalized and improved.

1.   Introduction. Let $(/;s,£) denote the two-dimensional Cauchy principal

value integral of the function / defined by

^/;M) = /i(x-l)^-oWl(x)W2(y)^
r r ff      \

= J^//    {x-^y-t)Wl{x)My)dxdy'        M e A'

(1.1)

where / = [-1,1] x [-1,1], D£ = {(x,y) G I/\x - s\ > e, \y - t\ > s (e > 0)},

wk > 0 and 0 < f_1wk(x)dx < co (fc = 1,2); furthermore, A is the open set

(—1,1) x (—1,1) with the singularities of the function w\w2 removed. We assume

the existence of $(/; s, t); a condition of existence can be found in the remark after

Lemma 2.1.

To approximate (1.1) we choose appropriate sets {x¿}, {y3} in [-1,1] and con-

sider rules of the following type:

n+l m+1

(1.2) #*.,„(/;M) = YJ2 Al(s)Bj(t)f(xl,yJ),
3 = 1  1=1

where

/l h(x)—-w\(x)dx,        ¿ = 1,2,..., m + 1,
i xx — s

B3(t)= {    lj^\w2(y)dy,        j=l,2,...,n + l,
j-i y —l

and li'li denote the fundamental Lagrange polynomials on the knots {xi}, {yj},

respectively.

The corresponding remainder Em,n(f\ s, t) is defined by

(1.3) £m,n(/; a,t) = $(/;S, í)-*m,n(/;S, 0-
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We observe that the rule (1.2) has degree of exactness (m, n) at least, and we may

obtain it using a product of interpolatory rules of type

m+1

(1-4) *W(g;a)=YHi{a)g{xi),
t=i

which are frequently used to approximate the one-dimensional Cauchy principal

value integral

$d)(ff;s)=  I    É?Lw(x)dx.
J -i x — s

Recently, the convergence of rule (1.4) has been studied in [1] under the assumption

that the knots {xj} are the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials associated with a

generalized smooth Jacobi weight v (v G GSJ) [5]; that is,

P+i

v(x) = %p(x) YI \ak -x\lk,
fc=0

where ^k > -1, fc G {0,1,... ,p + 1}, -1 = sr, < Si < ••• < sp+i = 1, 0 < ip G

TD := {g G C0/ f0 w(ff;u)u_1du < co}, with u(g;6) = max^^Kg \g(x) - g(y)\,

x,y G [—1,1], 6 > 0, the modulus of continuity of the function g. Moreover, the

authors in [1] have made the assumption that the weight w > 0 belongs to TD in

every closed set X C B := [—1,1] - {ak; k = 0,... ,p + 1}. They have proved the

following convergence result:

For any function g G TD in [—1,1], if the weights w, v satisfy the further condi-

tions:

wlog+u;,    w(\Jt>v 1 — x2)~1'2 integrable in [— 1,1],

then the rule (1.4) converges uniformly to <P^'(g; s) on every closed set X C B.

Furthermore, estimates of the remainder are established for several classes of func-

tions.

The main object of this paper is to extend the previous convergence results to

the rule (1.2). This subject has been of interest to other authors [3], [4], [6]. They

proved convergence theorems in case the function / is Holder continuous and the

knots {xi}, {yj} are chosen in a suitable way. We prove the convergence of rule

(1.2) under weaker assumptions on the function / and the weight functions w\,w2,

and with more freedom in the choice of the knots {(xt, yj)}- The technique we use

to prove our results is different from those presented in the papers mentioned above,

since these latter do not seem to imply our results. We further establish estimates

of the remainder which are better than those in [3], [4], [6]. This is described in

Theorem 3.1, the main result of the present work.

2. Notations and Auxiliary Results. The symbol "const" stands for a posi-

tive constant taking on a different value each time it is used. It will always be clear

which variables and indices the constants are independent of. Throughout this pa-

per, Ck(I) (fc > 0) denotes the space of functions on I that have continuous partial

derivatives of all orders i, i = 0,1,... ,fc. If J Ç J, we set \\f\\j = maxj \f(x,y)\

and 11/11 = \\f\\i- The modulus of continuity of functions / G C°(J) is defined by

uj(f;6) = maji{\Ahuh2f(x,y)\;(x,y) G J, (x + hi,y + h2) G J,\hx\ + \h2\ < 6},

6 >0,J CI,
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where Ahlitl2f(x,y) = f(x + hi, y + h2) - f(x,y); in particular, we let w(/;<5) =

(jji(f;6). Furthermore, if / 6 Ck(I) (fc > 0), we define the "uniform modulus of

continuity" by

fifc(/; 6) = max{u)(dkf/dxk-ldyl; 6); i = 0,1,..., fc}.

Clearly, Qr}(f;6)=w(f;6).ln terms of the modulus of continuity w(/; 6), we define

the following classes of functions:

TD= ifGC°(I)     j  «-1logu-1w(/;u)du<oo],

LD(X) = {fG C°(I)/u(f; 6) logA ¿T1 = o(l); 6 - 0+},

LipM a = {/ € C°(I)/to(f;6) < M6a;0 < a < 1,M > 0}.

One can show immediately the relations

(2.1) LD(2) D TD D LD(2 + ß) D LipM a,        ß > 0.

If we set

Hí(g;s,y)=f £ÍMLl£ÍM) dx,       H2(g;x,t) = f £Í£^Mdy,
7-1 a:-s J-i y-t

the following lemmas hold.

LEMMA 2.1.   For any function f G TD, the inequalities

,00ï     /" |gi(/;a,»)-^i(/;a,0L   .1ßf  -i,      -i  ,,   w(2.2) /---p-¡——--dy<16J   u     logu    u>(f;u)du,
J\y-t\<r¡ \y ~ H Jo

to*      Í \H2(f;x,t)-H2(f;s,t)\ J f6   _x _,
(2.3) / J-r1-¡—---dx<16       v     logv    <jj(f;v)dv,

J\x-s\<6 \x ~ s\ Jo

hold uniformly on every closed set C C (-1,1) x (-1,1), and for r? —► 0+, 6 —> 0+.

We remark that Lemma 2.1 and the relation

*(/ - f(s, t); s,t) = jl^ l^hJ^[Wl(x)W2(y) - wi(s)w2(t)\ dxdy

+ wi(s)w2(t)   H(f;s,t)+\og-^H2(f;s,t)

+ logi^tf1(/;s,i)

where H = HiH2 = H2Hi, imply existence and continuity of $(/; s, t) in a closed

set A, assuming that / 6 TD and ?tjiu>2 G TD in A.

LEMMA 2.2. For any function f G Cr(I) (r > 0) and for any (m,n) G N x N

there exists an algebraic polynomial Pm,n of degree at most m in x and n in y such

that

(2.4) ||/-Pm,„|| ^cons^m-1 +n-1)nr(f;m-1 +U-1),

(2.5) oj(Pm,n;6)< constu(f;yß),        6 > 0,

(2.6) wc(Pm,n\o-) < constu>c(f;o),        6 > 0,
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I fîh+kp
u l m,n

(2.7) dxhdyk
< constmhnkuc(f;m~l + n~1), 1 < h + k < 2,

c 0<h,k<l,

where C is any closed set such that C C (—1,1) x (—1,1).

We point out that from (2.5), (2.6) we may obtain the relations

(2.8) oj(rm,n;ô) < const uj(f;V6),

(2.9) uc(rm,n', 6) < const wc(/; S),

where rm,n = / - Pm,n-

LEMMA 2.3.   For any function f G TD, if wtw2 G TD in a closed set A C A,

the inequality

\$irm,n -rm,„(s,í);s,í)|

(2.10) < const I ||rm,„||log2(m_1 +n~1)~1

+

rm~x+n~l "J

/ u~l \ogu~1w(f;u)du >

holds uniformly in A for m and n sufficiently large.

The proofs of Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 can be found in [2]. For fixed weights v G GSJ,

w > 0, let E be the set of singularities of v and w, and let D = (-1,1) — E. Then

we have the following

LEMMA 2.4. Let v G GSJ and let w > 0 belong to TD in every closed set

XCD. If

(2.11) wlog+w is integrable on [— 1,1],

(2.12) w(v\Jl — x2)-1'2    is integrable on [—1,1],

then the inequality

< const (log m + 1)

m+1 i      „l    .   ,   ■.

(2-13) E   /  7ri»(*)<k
fc=i \ J-ix   s

holds uniformly in X, where lk denotes the fundamental Lagrange polynomials on

the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials associated with the weight v.

Lemma 2.4 follows immediately from a similar result which is proved in [1,

Lemma 3.6].

3. Convergence of the Quadrature Rule $m,„. We will study the conver-

gence of the quadrature rule $m,n under the assumption that the knots {a:¿}, {yj}

are the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials associated with the weights

P+l 9+1

vi(x) = tfi(i) Y\\x- 8fcp* G GSJ,        v2(y) = Mv) Y[\v ~ U\S' G GSJ,
fc=0 1=0
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respectively. Let Ei be the set of singularities of u¿ and w% (i = 1,2), and let

Di = (—1,1) — E{. Let Aj be closed sets such that A¿ C A (i = 1,2). If we define

D = Di x D2, A = Ai x A2, Ñ = {(m,n) G N x N/m = 0(n)}, then we have the

following

THEOREM 3.1.   Under the hypotheses

(i) wt > 0 belong to TD in Ai (i = 1,2);

(ii) Wi log"1" Wi, wí(ví\/1 — x2)-1/2 integrable in [—1,1], where Vi G GSJ (i =

1,2); i/ie sequence {$m,n(f',s,t)},m „)çn converges uniformly to $(/;s, t) on every

closed set A C D, whenever f G TD. Moreover, the relations

(3.1) ||£m,„/||A = o(—lT-),        fGLD(2 + ß),ß>0,(m,n)GN,
\logpn/

(3.2) \\Eminf\\A=oO^\        f G LipM a, (m,n) G Ñ,

(3.3) \\Em,nf\\¿=o(nr(f-,n-1)l^y        fGCr(I),(m,n)GÑ,

hold.

Proof. Consider the polynomial Pm,n of Lemma 2.2. Since $m,„ has degree of

exactness (m,n), we have that

(3.4) £m,n(/;s,í) = £m,„(rm,n;s,i),

where rm>n = / - Pm,„. Therefore,

ln r. \Em,n(f;8,t)\< |$(rm,„ - rm,n(a,t);a,t)\

(3.5J
+ \$m,n(rm,n ~ rm,„(s, t); a, t)\ =: h + I2.

By Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 we have

(■m_1+n~rm     -r-n

(3.6) h < const ||rmi„||A log2(m_1 +n~1) + / u~x \ogu~1oj(f;u)du,
Jo

m+1 n+1

(3.7) I2 <2||rm,n||A Y \Aiis)\ Y, \Biil)\ < const ||rm,n||A(logm+l)(logn + l),
t=i j=i

for m and n sufficiently large.

At this point we remark that, because of (2.4),

(3.8) llrm,n|| < const w(/;m_1 +n_1).

Combining (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) with (3.5), we obtain

\Em,n(f\ a, 01 < const J w(/; »^-^(log2 n + 1)

(3-9) l       n_,

+  /       u~l logu~1u(f;u) du > ,        (m, n) G iV,

on every closed set A C D and for n sufficiently large. It now suffices to observe

that LD(2) D TD to prove the uniform convergence of {$m,n(/;s,i)}(m„)Eiv to
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<&(f;a,t) on A. Finally, from (3.6), (3.7), and by Lemma 2.3, the relations (3.1),

(3.2), (3.3) follow.    D

We now examine some particular cases of Theorem 3.1. Let us suppose that the

weights Vi G GSJ, Wi (i = 1,2) are such that the relations

(ii)'

/_'

L

tB1(z)(l-i)-"M*Ka™+1>/4-°]

p
X TT |a._Sfc|-maxhfc/2,0]^1 + a.^-max[(2T,p+1 + l)/4,0]

fc=l

W2(2/)(l_2/)-max[(2¿o + D/4,0]

9

x TT \y _ ^-max^AO]^ + ^-max[(26,+1 + l)/4,0]

1=1

dx < oo,

dy < oo,

hold for some r > 1. As the conditions (ii)' imply (ii), we obtain the following

COROLLARY 3.2. If the weightavt G GSJ, u>¿ (i = 1,2) aatiafy the assumptions

(i), (ii)', then the results of Theorem 3.1 hold for the rule $m,n(f',s,t) and for the

correaponding remainder Em^n(f; s,t), whenever f G TD.

From this, we deduce

COROLLARY 3.3. If Vi(u) = (1 - u)a'(l + u)0t, a,-,/?¿ > -1, and 0 < wt G

LipM A in Ai, f_1wr(u)du < oo for some r > 1 (i = 1,2), then the results of

Theorem 3.1 hold for the rule $m,n(f\a,t) and for the corresponding remainder

Em,n(f\ a, t), whenever f G TD.

This generalizes, except for the case of the practical abscissas, the results pre-

sented in [3] and [4], On the other hand, we have the following

COROLLARY 3.4. Ifwi=ViG GSJ (i = 1,2), then the results of Theorem 3.1

hold for the rule $m,n(/;s, t) and for the correaponding remainder Em^n(f',s,t),

whenever f G TD.

In [6], for any function / 6 LipMa, the relations

(3.10)    \\Em,nf\U=0
log2n

na-iji-T)2-l

i?» = maxfcui,ßi) > -- (i = 1,2), (m,n) GN,

(3.11) ||£m,n/||A=o(^^V        ^ <-l-,(m,n) G Ñ,

are proved, and the relation (3.2) only under the assumptions a¿ = /3¿ = — | (i =

1,2). In (3.10), A denotes a closed set such that A c (—1,1) x (-1,1). The case

in which Wi and u¿ are Jacobi weights is of interest in applications. Consequently,

the following corollary is worth mentioning.
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COROLLARY 3.5.   Let

wt(u) = (1 - u)a>(1 + u)b',        vi(u) = (l-u)a'(l + u)ßi        (i = 1,2).

If
a, < 2ot + 3/2,    ßi < 2bi + 3/2        (i = 1,2),

then the reaults of Theorem 3.1 hold for the rule í>miJl(/', s,i) and for the corre-

sponding remainder Emtn(f; s, t), whenever f G TD.
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